Session/Game: Slipstream 8

Date: September 12, 2010

EPISODE 8: Meanwhile on Simba

Characters:
Tweety, birdman, seasoned, (Jason Leibert)
Robot Bastard, robotman, seasoned (Bob LaForge)
Doc, psyclops, novice (Marlon Kirton)
Uncle Fargus, human, seasoned (Dave Nelson)
Max Damage, earthling, seasoned (Dave Hanley)

Pedro, Space Mexican (NPC)
Toolbox Timmy, Space Hobbit (NPC)

GM: Andrew Smith

Log:
Armed with a nuclear torpedo, a brace of weapons including a turret mounted Uber-Gun
and a nose mounted Graviton cannon, and outfitted with the capsule of death dust
antidote. Behind them, the entire Avian navy is arrayed with both capital ships
commanded by King Throx and Prince Boolar respectively. Ahead of them, a fleet of
Anthraxia's rockets commanded by Tom Servo on board one of the huge carrier
vessels. As the fleets close, Prince Boolar calls to Servo on the radiophone, telling him
to flee or be destroyed. In response, servo destroys Prince Boolar's capitol ship
immediately slaying him and all aboard. The battle is then joined.

The "Dog's Bone" engages the enemy rockets and has great success as it works its
way toward Servo's ship. As it closes in on its target, the ship pulls next to a larger war
rocket and does a boarding action leaving Uncle Fargus at the helm. As the other
heroes manage to take control of the larger war rocket, Uncle Fargus rams their ship
straight through the front windscreen of another large war rocket completely taking out
the rocket's pilots and navigation system whilst completely crippling the smaller vessel.
With the "Dog's Bone" out of commission, and the boarded war rocket now under the

heroes' control, Fargus sets a timer on the nuclear torpedo and rockets to his comrades
barely making it safely.

The heroes then pilot their newly-taken rocket directly down the barrel of Tom Servo's
main gun where they re-modulate their graviton cannon to overload that weapons
system. The heroes barely make it out of the weapon's firing chamber before the next
blast destroys the war rocket. Once inside the hull of the carrier itself, the heroes
manage to (mostly) repair Robot Bastard and cure all their wounds. The decide to
march straight up three levels to Servo's bridge, passing straight through the most
heavily defended portions of the ship. Along the way they face stiff resistance,
particularly once Robot Bastard is again rendered inoperable. Following a secondary
explosion that rocks the carrier, the heroes decide to take their antidote and flee instead
of seeking revenge. They take a gunship from the carrier deck and use it to release the
death dust antidote into the air of Simba. The lion-men are saved as Tom Servo and
his rocket ship fleet turn tail and run.

